OutSense
Transforming human waste into **lifesaving medical insights**

**Overview**
OutSense is a startup company that has developed the first and only medical device capable of analyzing and diagnosing urine and stool from a sensor placed within a standard toilet.

**Features**
- Analyzes Urine and Stool and provides information useful for Colorectal Cancer screening, Urinary Tract Infections (UTI) detection, Dehydration, constipation and Diarrhea.
- Revolutionizing traditional tests and creating new ones by providing automatic, discreet, hygienic and accurate solution.
- OutSense’s unique database of human urine and stool is the first of its kind. The database is continuously growing, and its information can provide invaluable insights into the nature of human physiology.

**Future Plan**
- OutSense will utilize its Big Data of human excretions to optimize food & supplement intake, fine-tune drug dosage, adherence & efficacy, personalize nutrition for weight control and more.

**COVID-19**
- Once widely deployed, OutSense’s technology can provide indications about outbreaks hotspots of COVID-19 and other epidemics.